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outline

The Royal Mail is producing a new series of stamps for their 2012 collection. However, they are
searching for a new design approach to replace their previous cliché themes ‘wildlife’, ‘famous
people’, ‘collectibles’, ‘trains’, ‘music styles’ etc. This year they would like to receive creative
proposals; ‘things’ that might be considered more unique themes.
requirement

From your 24 variations, select one style or technique, i.e: photographs, cut paper, etc. and
explore even further to produce a collection of four images which utilize this technique. Each
image should connect to (or give reference to) your ‘thing or theme’ without being too predictable. This variation in visual communication will become the basis for the design of four postage stamps.
Each stamp includes the following:
»» The Queen’s head (always faces inwards)
»» Postage on each stamp (27p/36p/48p/50p)
»» A title or tagline, or both
All stamps to be mounted 4 up within 8.5”x11” board with realistic stamp borders. Include
stamps printed at actual size.
considerations

»» Continue exploration of media, expand on techniques and reproduction of possible image
styles for stamp designs. Take photos of your objects if necessary.
»» Research other stamp designs and look at the Royal Mail website, www.royalmail.com
»» Your designs should have the realistic appearance of a stamp.
»» Typography, color and composition.
»» Computers available to use at this stage, there will be demonstrations of basic tools during
this assignment.
deadline

10.31.11 Mon, Boards group crits, Part 2 hand out, brainstorms and concepts
11.02.11 Wed, Illustrator tutorial/setup, work day
11.07.11 Mon, Rough Crit
11.09.11 Wed, Final Crit/Hand in project 3
aims

»» to enable the designer to think both vertically and laterally.
»» to visualize a concept effectively.
»» to maintain a continuous theme throughout a design.
»» to utilize time effectively.
»» to produce an exhausting amount of ideas.
assessments

Research, problem solving, creative ability, technical ability, professionalism and presentation.
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